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              [image: Man wearing a Cotton Camera Carrying System camera harness and binocular harness - also known as a Cotton Carrier.]
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        Harness Your Photography
Keep your hands free, your gear safe, and your body mobile. Always be ready to shoot!
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          [image: Outdoor photography accessories and harnesses for cameras, binoculars, and drones - made of professional grade materials]

        
      

      
        Professional grade materials
Cameras and lenses are expensive, so why take a chance when transporting your gear? Our high-quality products are made from tough materials: Rugged Nylon 6 camera mounts, hand-tooled anodized aluminum camera mounting hubs, premium polypropylene nylon webbing and straps, precise stitching, and oversized clips all around.



      

    

  















  
    
      

    

    
    
      	
            
                  
                    [image: Outdoor photography camera harness features]
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If you will be doing a lot of walking, the CCS-G3 is the way to go. A camera strap will place mechanical strain on your neck or trapezius with every step. The same goes with a camera sling. The Cotton Carrier CCS-G3 brings the weight of camera body and lens in line with your center of gravity, so it feels more natural to be carrying the extra weight. You can still feel the weight, but it does not pull away from your center line like a neck strap swinging away while you walk. I can hike for miles with this camera harness.

Hike for Miles - Marlon D. Beltranon - Feb 20, 2023

            

              
                      
                    
I just couldn’t imagine I would find this harness to be comfortable and easy to use so I waited and waited to actually buy one. The very first day I started using it I was sold that this was a game changer. Extremely easy to put on and take off. Very comfortable even though I was wearing it over a light weight coat. I use a rather heavy zoom lens and I was finding it so hard to carry this the entire time I was out birding. The harness has changed everything about using my camera. Attaching the camera to the harness and taking it off when needed takes a little practice but really I found out that easier and easier to use throughout my first day of using it. I am so glad I finally purchased one and I will tell everyone I meet when using my camera how much they need one.

Best decision - Linda Beesonon - Dec 26, 2022

            

              
                      
                    
Living in NZ we have no stockist so I ordered it direct from the Manufacture . Service was prompt , easy and really fast. Shipping and tracking was made easy.
When it arrived it took a few mins to set up and now it’s just a breeze to put on. It fits like a glove and is easy and safe to use. No more pain in the neck from the straps digging into my neck.
Even with the 600 mm lens is comfortable . Like the rain cap and hooks for clipping on accessories. Great product at a reasonable price.

Just what I needed - Mike Brownon - Nov 18, 2022

            


      











  
    
      
        
          
              [image: Woman hiking with a Cotton Camera Carrying Systems holster - also known as a Cotton Carrier - with the best warranty]
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        Three year warranty against manufacturing defects
We build our products well, with a 3 year warranty. If you have a problem with our product, contact us! We'll solve it.

(Around the Christmas holidays we extend our return policy to the end of January.)



      

    

  









    
            	
                  
                        
      
    
                      
                      Environmental Impact

                      We donate 1% of all sales to environmental non-profits


                    

                  
                
	
                  
                        
      
    
                      
                      International Shipping

                      We offer reliable courier shipping almost anywhere in the world


                    

                  
                
	
                  
                        
      
    
                      
                      Returns

                      Trial our gear with a 30 day no questions asked return period


                    

                  
                
	
                  
                        
      
    
                      
                      3 Year Technical Warranty

                      We cover any manufacturing defects during the first 3 years
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    Grey Skout G2 - For Camera - Sling Style Harness
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          Grey Skout G2 - For Camera - Sling Style Harness
        
      

      

  

      	
        Regular price
      
	
        
          From  $99.00 USD
      

        
      



    	
          Regular price
        
	
          
            $0.00 USD
          
        
	
        Sale price
      
	
        
          From  $99.00 USD
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          CCS G3 Grey Harness-1
        
      

      

  

      	
        Regular price
      
	
        
          From  $129.00 USD
      

        
      



    	
          Regular price
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        Sale price
      
	
        
          From  $129.00 USD
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          CCS G3 Grey Harness For 2 Cameras
        
      

      

  

      	
        Regular price
      
	
        
          From  $179.00 USD
      

        
      



    	
          Regular price
        
	
          
            $0.00 USD
          
        
	
        Sale price
      
	
        
          From  $179.00 USD
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          CCS G3 GREY Binocular & Camera Harness
        
      

      

  

      	
        Regular price
      
	
        
          From  $179.00 USD
      

        
      



    	
          Regular price
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        Sale price
      
	
        
          From  $179.00 USD
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      Join our email list to stay current with Cotton Carrier

Be the first to know about new collections and exclusive offers.
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